The Original Hollow Core Favorite Of Professional Arborists

Jameson’s most popular pole is lighter than the JE series, offering greater control and exceptional bending strength.

Protective surface veil prevents fibers blooming at surface due to abrasion or ultra-violet light.

**Batch tested to 100KV per foot for five minutes.**

Not a “hot stick.”

- Attach Tool Head to Pole’s Ferrule (Pruner or Pole Saw) with Adapter
- For Additional Length, Attach Extension Pole(s) Into Base Pole

---

**FG Series Hollow Core Fiberglass Poles**

.125" Wall Thickness
1.25" Pole Diameter
2.4 Lbs Based On 6’ Extension Pole

---

**Pole** | **Ferrules** | **6’** | **8’** | **10’** | **12’**
---|---|---|---|---|---
Extension Pole | Female Ferrule & Male Ferrule | FG-6 | FG-8 | FG-10 | FG-12
Base Pole | Rubber Base Cap & Female Ferrule | FG-6F | FG-8F | FG-10F | FG-12F
Sawhead Pole * | Male Ferrule & PS-3FP Sawhead Permanently Mounted | FG-6SFP | FG-8SFP | FG-10SFP | FG-12SFP

---

* Sawhead Pole has permanently mounted sawhead for attaching saw blade directly to pole.

Sawhead is available separately with adapter that snaps into female ferrule of Extension or Base Pole (see Pole Saws)

---

For highest performance and safety, Jameson recommends using a Base Pole when using one pole or starting with a Base Pole when working with multiple poles.